40	SPECIAL TEEMS
Months. For his IlahT era Akbar employed the	names of the months used
"by the old Persians in their solar year, i.e.
!. Farwarclin	5. Amardad	9. Azar
 2.	ArdibihisLt	6. Shahrewnr	10. Dl
 3.	Khurdad	7. Mihr	11. Bahnian
4   Tir	8. Ab^n	12. Isfandarmuz
These names appear oil the coins of Akbar, Jahangln, Murad Bakhsh, and some of §fchah Jahan I.
MtLhr or Astoafl. The ordinary term for the gold coin introduced by Akbar, and weighing ordinarily 170 grains. Some of Akbar's square issues rise to 187 grains, and Jahangir's muhrs during the first five years of his reign vary between 202-211 grains. All other emperors conform to the 170-grain standard. The word^* occurs in many of the couplets. Cf. List of Couplets.
NIm ra'ij = half a ra'ij, q.v.
Nisar. Small coins in gold and silver (one or two broad thin pieces of Shah Jahan I of the mints Shahjahanabad and Akbarabad are known) used as largesse money. Jahangir in the Tuziik-i Jahdnglrl gives the nisar as "being equal to a quarter of a rupee, and the commonest specimens are of that value, but others are half the value of a rupee (the broad thin pieces), and others only one-eighth. They are known • of the emperors Jahangir, Shah Jahan I, Aurangzeb, Jahandar, and Farrukhsiyar; and from the following mints: Itawa, Ajmer, Alimadabad, Ahmadnagar, Urdu Zafar Qarin, Akbarabad, Akbarnagar, Agra, Burhanpur, Patna, Chinapattan, Daulatabad, Shah jahanabad, Kabul, Kashmir, Labor.
NisfL    Persian = ' half = -| dam occurs on a rare mintless copper coin of -Akbar.
Hur Afslian = ' light scattering': the name is probably derived from Jahanglr's laqab Nuru-d-din. They are small silver pieces equal to •^th rupee in value, and are known from the Ajmer, Agra, and Lahor mints. They were apparently used as largesse money.
Niir Jahani = ' light of the world'. Jahanglr's name for a gold coin one tola in weight: occurs on a coin of Mandu. See List of Couplets, No. 50.
Ra'ij (Jftj) = current.   Occurs on copper coins of Jahangir equal to a quarter
of a dam—mm ray occurs on his copper coins of half the weight of a laij.
Kawam = ' current'. Occurs on copper coins of Jahangir equal in weight to a dam (323*5 grains).
Rupee or Hupiya. The general term for the silver coin of 180 grains instituted by Sher Shah, and continued by all Mughal emperors. Jahangir, however, during the first few years of his reign issued heavy rupees of 220 grains, but soon returned to the original standard. Shah 'Alani Bahadur also in the first year of his reign issued an order tha* the ashrafi and the rupee should be made equal in weight to a tola, and there are a few rupees in the British Museflm of Patna mint weighing 184 and 185 grains. This experiment was also unsuccessful and soon

